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EDITORS' COMMENTS
"Whither Grand Valley State University?" is the theme of our symposium which
opens this issue of the Grand Valley Review. To begin the discussion, we have printed
President Lubbers' August 1987 address to the faculty, presenting his vision of the
relationship between the new downtown Center and the Allendale campus. This is
followed by responses from Professors TenEyck, Mulder, and Dwelle. We know many
of the issues raised in these papers are of critical importance for the future of Grand
Valley State and trust other colleagues will want to enter into the discussion in subsequent issues of the Review.
The remaining contributions in the current volume provide an enjoyable melange
of non-fiction, fiction and poetry: in his essay, Sheldon Kopperl provides a model
for interdisciplinary teaching of science and art; Richard Joanisse and Jacqueline Johnson explore the roots of student passivity and hostility to rigorous academic teaching; Dominique Olree's review of E. D. Hirsch's Cultural Literacy both supports and
challenges the book's premises and proposals; Barbara Spring describes the beautiful
and inscrutable spawning habits of salmon; Donald Paszek's personal essay on language development in children whimsically suggests our need to ""grow down"; Theodore Berland tells a story about unusual gold miners in Alaska; and Michael Rydman
creates poetic images, while Roberta Simone's clerihews provide a different look at
famous literati.
As usual, for the Fall1988 Review we invite submissions of essays and reviews, as
well as literature in all genres. The deadline for that issue is October 1.

